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[57] ABSTRACT 
The process of this invention includes detecting 
gamma radiation with a radiation sensing device, con-
verting the gamma radiation to light radiation, viewing 
the light radiation with photomultiplier tubes and giv-
ing electrical impulses in response thereto. The im-
pulses are operated on to correct for any distortion 
and to give an indication of the relation to location of 
the radiation. An area of interest, for the purpose of 
scanning, is selected and electronically masked. Dur-
ing a first pass, initial scanning is done electronically 
without physical movement of the radiation sensing 
device head. After initial electronic scanning, a detec-

tor head passes over the radiation of interest while 
sensing radiation. At the end of the mechanical move-
ment, an area of radiation is again electronically 
scanned. A cot supporting the section of radiation is 
moved transverse to the longitudinal movement of the 
head after the first pass. A scan in the opposite direc-
tion occurs similar to that in the first direction. The 
radiation is correlated between the first scan and the 
second scan. In order to reduce artifacts, the perime-
ters of the areas under consideration are oscillated 
with a saw-tooth wave. 
The apparatus includes a radiation sensing device for 
scanning a section of radiation, normally an irradiated 
patient. The radiation sensing device includes a 
camera detection head and has a collimator which 
channels radiation, normally gamma radiation, from 
the patient to a scintillation crystal operatively 
attached thereto. The scintillation crystal converts 
gamma radiation to light radiation which is noted by 
photomultiplier tubes viewing the scintillation crystal. 
Electrical responses given by the photomultiplier 
tubes are operatively attached to means for operating 
on the electrical impulses to create a signal which 
gives an indication of the relative location of the 
radiation. A drive means moves the camera head in a 
longitudinal direction along a cot supporting the 
patient. At each end of the mechanical movement of 
the head, an electronic scanner views the ends of the 
section of radiation under consideration. Appropriate 
mechanical drive means moves or indexes the table 
supporting the patient in a direction transverse to the 
longitudinal movement of the detector head. A means 
for blending the radiation received from multiple 
passes of the detector head includes an electronic 
mask with oscillating sides. In this manner, multiple 
passes can be blended without substantial artifacts. A 
means for sequencing events governs the proper order 
of events. 

32 Claims, 16 Drawing Figures 
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lem in the hospital. Space utilization on either side of 
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR SCANNING the scanning camera became impossible and physical 

SECTIONS OF RADIATION contact with the overhanging section could cause inac-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 5 ™ ^ h e " " , 1 , e 

This invention is an improvement of application Ser. In order to avoid camera overhang, the present in-
No. 370,163, filed June 14, 1973 and application Ser. vention proposes to limit the mechanical movement of 
No. 396,494, filed Sept. 12, 1973 which are hereby the camera head to a path above the section of radia-
incorporated by reference. tion it views. That is, the camera head stays above the 

Rectilinear scanners use a single line of radiation and 1 0 cot on which the patient is lying. While the undesirable 
are moved along a square wave path to sense patterns overhang of the camera is avoided, compensation must 
of radiation. The rectilinear scanner has the advantage be made for the reduced exposure time of the head to 
of being able to view the entire body of a patient, and the ends of the section of radiation. A simple mechani-
the disadvantage of taking about 45 minutes to do so. cal pass moves the head away from its starting position 
Patient discomfort, movement and signal inaccuracies 1 5 before adequate radiation can be observed. In order to 
often result from the time necessary for such a scan. provide the same amount of exposure of the head to all 

For small area studies, what has commonly become areas of the section of radiation, an electronic scan is 
known as a scintillation camera has a distinct advan- provided at each end of a mechanical scan. When the 
tage over a rectilinear scanner. The camera views an first pass is initiated, an electronic scan occurs. It oper-
entire area of radiation simultaneously and, thus, 2 0 ates similar to a sliding lid gradually opening on a box. 
greatly reduces the time necessary for the patient to The electronic scan is timed to correspond with the 
remain motionless. A previous disadvantage of a cam- mechanical scan so that no artifacts are created by the 
era over the rectilinear scanner was its inability to study transfer from electrical to mechanical scans. When the 
large sections of radiation. A natural evolution for the electronic scan is complete, the head mechanically 
camera was its transition into a type of camera-scanner 2 5 moves and traverses the length of the section of radia-
in which the area of camera view traversed the section tion under consideration. When the head reaches the 
of radiation, e.g., a whole body scan. Because of the end of the section of radiation, instead of having to pass 
greater area of the detecting head of the scintillation completely over it as in the prior art, it is able to stop 
camera as compared to a rectilinear scanner, the time and another electronic scan continues in a manner 
of an entire body scan was reduced from about 45 3 0 similar to closing a sliding lid on a box container. At the 
minutes to 10 minutes. This significant decrease in the end of the first pass, the support means for the section 
amount of time is a substantial benefit since it increases of radiation, i.e. the cot on which the patient is lying, is 
potential patient utilization and permits greater patient indexed or moved transverse to the longitudinal scan 
comfort and accuracy. direction. The electronic scan again occurs but in the 

One of the problems encountered in having a camera 3 5 opposite direction, the mechanical scan is actuated, the 
scan is the correlation of data. The detector head of the head moves the length of the section of radiation and 
camera is not large enough to encompass the entire an electronic scan again occurs. Similar additional 
width of some sections of radiation and, as a result, the passes can be made to complete the scan, 
camera must make multiple passes in order to complete „ „ l x m r k I T I r a , 
a scan. Correlation of the information from the multi- 40 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
pie passes must be precise or artificial indications of The process of scanning a section of radiation in-
radiation, called artifacts, will appear. In particular, if eludes detecting radiation and giving electrical im-
the passes overlap, some areas will be reviewed twice pulses in response thereto. The electrical impulses are 
and if the passes are separated, areas could be missed. operated on in order to give an indication of the rela-

In order to reduce the artifacts from multiple passes, 4 5 tive location of the radiation. Scanning the section of 
the present invention has derived a means for correlat- radiation includes selecting an area of radiation in 
ing the adjacent sides of a scanning area. The scanning which the radiation is to be detected on and operated 
area is defined by an electronic mask which allows the on in order to determine the radiation's relative loca-
camera to display only the scintillations in a given area. tion and oscillating at least part of the perimeter of the 
The area may be a rectangle, a parallelogram, square or 50 area of radiation being operated on in order to subse-
other shape. This invention provides for the oscillation quently match the perimeters of such area in multiple 
of the sides parallel to the longitudinal sides of the pass passes. The scanning further includes making multiple 
at a given frequency and thus eliminates distinct edges passes with the area of radiation and assimilating the 
to information received during the pass. When the perimeters of the areas in order to substantially elimi-
second or subsequent pass occurs, the same oscillation 5 5 nate artifacts as a result of the multiple passes. Elec-
is used and the information is matched with that of the tronic scans are made at the ends of each pass, 
first pass so that the adjacent edges combine in a feath- A radiation sensing device for scanning a portion of 
ered effect which does not give detectable artifacts or radiation including a means for detecting radiation and 
lines of demarcation. giving electrical impulses in response thereto. A means 

The scanning camera also must provide uniform ex- 6 0 for operating on the electrical impulses gives an indica-
posure of the detector head to the section of radiation tion of the relative location of the radiation. A means 
under study. In order to equalize radiation exposure, for scanning a section of radiation includes a means for 
the detector head of the camera previously had to start selecting an area of radiation having a perimeter and a 
beyond the initial end of the section of radiation and means for varying at least part of the perimeter of the 
pass completely over the other end. Thus, facilities 6 5 area of radiation being operated on. A means for con-
were required to permit the detector head to move trolling the means for detecting the means for scanning 
completely beyond the radiation under study. The governs the sequencing of events in order that the 
overhang of the detector head was an annoying prob- means for detecting can make multiple passes over 
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different portions of the section of radiation and obtain 
an indication of the radiation without any substantial 
artifacts. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 5 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the scanning camera 
head and movable support means of this invention; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of the process of 
scanning of this invention; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of the radiation 10 

received during electronic and mechanical scans; 
FIGS. 3(A) through 3(D) are schematic representa-

tions of the problems of information correlation during 
multiple scans; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the system of this inven- 15 

tion; 
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the detector head 

of the scintillation camera; 
FIG. 6 is a sectional 6—6 of FIG. 1 and shows some 

of the mechanism for moving the cot; 2 0 

FIG. 7 is a sectional 7—7 of FIG. 1 and represents the 
mechanism for moving the cot; 

FIG. 8 is a sectional 8—8 of FIG. 1 and is a cross-sec-
tional view of the mechanism for moving the cot; 

FIGS. 9 and 9(A) are block diagrams of the means 2 5 

for operating on signals in order to produce representa-
tions of the location of radiation; 

FIG. 10 is a circuit diagram of the biasing means to 
correct for certain distortions; and 

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of the electronic mask for 
isolating signals of interest. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
General System 3 5 

As illustrated in FIG. 1, this invention relates to a 
scanning radiation sensing device 10 having a detection 
means 11 and a support means 13. The detection 
means 11 includes a V-shaped rail 12 and a rail 14 on 
which a stand 16 moves longitudinally on rollers 18, 40 
one of which is shown. The other rollers are covered by 
plates 20 and 22. The rail 12 is V-shaped for use with 
a camera encoder described hereinafter. A column 22 
projects upwardly from the stand 16 and holds a brace 
26 which is movably mounted in a conventional man- 45 
ner for traversing the length of the column 22. The 
brace 26 is operatively connected to a yoke 28 which 
pivotally supports a detector head 30. The detector 
head 30 can and often is placed under the cot 52. 

The support means 13 for a section of radiation in- 50 
eludes caster wheels 34 supporting a C-shaped frame 
36 having two horizontal members 37 and 39 con-
nected by a vertical member 41. A second C-shaped 
frame 43 has similar horizontal members 45 and 47 and 
a connecting vertical member 49. Pins 50 and 51 in 55 
frames 36 and 43, respectively, prevent the support 
means from rolling relative to the rail 14 by fitting in 
openings in the rail 14. The C-shaped frames 36 and 43 
are spaced and connected by horizontal braces 38 and 
40. A cot 52 is mounted on the frames 36 and 43 and 60 
moves in a direction away from column 22, i.e. trans-
verse from the longitudinal movement of the detecting 
means 11. The cot 52 includes a horizontal bed 54 
having a vertical side member 56 attached thereto. A 
pillow 58 is located at one end of the bed 54 so that a 65 
patient may rest his head comfortably thereon. Straps 
60 and 62 are attached to the sides of the cot 52 and 
are available to help hold patients securely on the cot 
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during the scanning process. As noted earlier, motion 
of the patient during testing is detrimental to precision 
detection of the patterns of radiation. 

Electrical wires 51 and 53 transmit various signals to 
the detecting means 11 and support means 13 for ap-
propriate actuation of the systems as described herein-
after. A manual control 55 is available to govern the 
movements of the detecting means 11 and support 
means 13. 

As seen in FIG. 1, the detector head 30 moves aiong 
the length of the cot 52 on the rails 12 and 14 during a 
scan. Previously, it was necessary to move the detector 
head 30 beyond the cot 52 in order to have adequate 
viewing of the section of radiation in question. This 
invention has the advantage of not requiring additional 
space beyond the support means 13 with the accompa-
nying loss of space utilization and potential conflict 
with the overhanging detector head 30. 

The process of this invention, as schematically repre-
sented in FIG. 2, relates to scanning a section of radia-
tion. The term "section of radiation" may be any of 
radiation but normally involves at least part and some-
times an entire body of a patient 64. Normally, the 
patient 64 is administered a small amount of radioiso-
tope which flows throughout his system. The radioiso-
topes concentrate in different patterns in diseased and 
healthy tissues and thus give a basis for the detection of 
diseased tissue. In order to detect the patterns of radia-
tion, an area 66 of interest is selected for observation of 
either about 22 centimeters x 14 centimeters or 32 
centimeters X 22 centimeters. As a practical matter, 
the area 66 of radiation is selected by masking off part 
of the signals, either physically or electronically. 

Because the scan in this invention begins over (or 
under the end of the section of radiation of interest, 
provisions must be made for uniform exposure of the 
detector head 30. If the scan began with the detector 
head 30 directly over the end of the section of radiation 
under consideration and a mechanical movement im-
mediately began, the head would receive less radiation 
at the ends of the section than the middle section. This 
is simply because the detector head 30 would be over 
the ends of the section of radiation for a reduced 
amount of time. In order to provide the same time of 
exposure to radiation for the detector head 30, an elec-
tronic scan is provided and is represented by the dotted 
portion of the first pass a. The electronic scan is analo-
gous to the sliding lid of a box being opened and is 
illustrated by the dotted line 69 moving to the left. Only 
radiation to the right of the line 69 will be ultimately 
used. The speed of the electronic scan is set to match 
the speed of the mechanical scan which may range 
from 0 to 159 centimeters per minute. The electronic 
scan 68 is completed while the detector head 30 re-
mains motionless. 

Upon completion of the electronic scan 68, a me-
chanical scan illustrated by the arrows 70 begins. Dur-
ing the mechanical scan 70, the detector head 30 tra-
verses the length of the cot 52 or a shorter predeter-
mined length as desired. When the detector head 30 
reaches the other end of the cot 52, it stops and an 
electronic scan 72 takes place which is illustrated by 
the dotted line 73 moving to the left. The radiation 
used will be to the left of the dotted line 73. It is also 
possible, however, to have the lines 69 and 73 move to 
the right but still use the radiation to the left of the 
lines. The direction of movement of the scan lines are 
largely a matter of choice and design. The electronic 
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scan may be analogized to the closing of a sliding lid on slightly, the result in shown in FIG. 3(B). As noted 
a box. Again, the electronic scan 72 is timed to coin- there, there will be an indication of twice the actual 
cide with the velocity of the mechanical scan in order number of photons for any given section of radiation, 
to avoid artifacts. The combination of the two elec- This would result in a line throughout the entire final 
tronic scans 68 and 72, and the mechanical scan 70 is 5 readout of the radiation. This overlap could hide repre-
referred to generally as the first pass a. sentations of diseased tissue. 

The contribution of the electronic scans are shown in If the rectangular representations could be matched, 
FIG. 3. The height of the graph 85 illustrates the num- the ideal would be the representation shown in FIG. 
ber of events received in a uniform field during a scan 3(C) where there would be a constant number of pho-
to the left. It is quite apparent that the ends of the 1 0 tons across both passes. If however, the passes are 
section of radiation are not exposed uniformly and slightly separated from one another, there would be a 
result in a ramp effect and a diminished useable area. gap as shown in FIG. 3(D). Thus, accurate detection of 
The electronic scans add complementary areas 87 and radiation patterns and diagnosis of tissue is hindered by 
89 to the beginning and end of the pass, respectively. misregistration of the areas. In order to overcome the 
The resulting uniform exposure and radiation reception '5 problems illustrated in FIGS. 3(A) through 3(D), this 
is illustrated in graph 91 and produces an expanded invention proposes the oscillation or modulation of the 
useable area. edges of the rectangle which will be adjacent to each 

As seen in FIG. 2, a single pass of the detector head other in the multiple pass situation. This modulation 
30 is not adequate to detect the radiation across the eliminates the distinct lines of the sides of the rectan-
entire width of the section of radiation. Typically, a 2 0 gles and is schematically represented in FIG. 2 as sides 
scan width will be 22 or 32 centimeters depending on 77, 79, 81 and 83 which would extend the length of the 
the size of the detector head 30. Accordingly, multiple scan. Absolute accuracy in registration of adjacent 
passes are required. In order to make a subsequent passes thus becomes less critical and if slight variations 
pass, the cot 52 is moved transverse to the longitudinal do occur, will not result in any significant misrepresen-
movement of the detector head 30. This transverse 2 5 tations of the patterns of radiation or artifacts, 
movement is illustrated as b and may be termed an 
indexing of the table. The index or transverse move- Detecting Means 
ment b is also shown as the distance of the movement of As used herein, detecting means includes some or all 
the table. For purposes of illustration on the section of of the apparatuses shown in FIGS. 1, 4, 5, 9 and 9(A). 
radiation, FIG. 2 would appear as if the scans move 3 0 As illustrated in FIG. 5, the detecting means includes 
across the patient 64 when, in actuality, it is the patient the detector head 30 which has a means for forming a 
64 or the section of radiation that moves relative to the visible response from radiation including a collimator 
detector head 30. It should be understood, however, 110 and a scintillator 111 immediately above it. The 
the information correlation or blending described here- scintillator 111 includes a relatively thin circular scin-
inafter would also apply if the detector head moved 3 5 tillation crystal 112 of about % inch thickness which is 
transverse and longitudinal to a stationary cot and/or if adhered to means of an epoxy to a thin glass plate such 
the cot moved longitudinal and transverse to a station- as pyrex 114. The glass plate is normally from % inch to 
ary detector head. % inch thick, but other thicknesses are possible. The 

After indexing of the table a distance b, an electronic scintillation crystal 112 changes invisible radiation, 
scan 74 again occurs by using only radiation to the left 40 such as gamma radiation, to visible radiation or light 
of line 75 as it moves to the right. A mechanical scan 76 radiation (photons). The glass 114 extends beyond the 
and an electronic scan 78 follow. The three scans 74, scintillation crystal 112 forming an annular seat 118 
76 and 78 make up the second pass c. Similarly, elec- which holds the scintillation crystal 112 on a support 
tronic scan 80, mechanical scan 82 and electronic scan 115. The scintillator 111 is a type commercially avail-
84 make a third pass e after the table has indexed the 4 5 able. 
distance d. Lead shielding 122 and 124 around the complete 

The areas outlined by each pass must be correlated if interior portion of the detector head 30 prevents the 
an accurate representation of the patterns of radiation entrance of stray radiation to the scintillator 111. A 
are to be noted. In particular, the adjacent sides of the casing 126 surrounds and supports the entire lead 
scans a and c represented by the dashed line 86 and the 5 0 shielding. 
adjacent sides of the scans c and e represented by the Means for converting the light radiation to electrical 
dotted lines 88 must be exactly correlated or misrepre- impulses includes a hexagonal array of photomultiplier 
sentations and, therefore, possible mistakes can be t u b e s 1 2 8 . The hexagonal arrangement shown in cross-
encountered. section in FIG. 5 would typically include 37 2 inch 

The problem of the correlation of the edges of the 55 photomultiplier tubes viewing the scintillator 111. 
passes is represented schematically in FIGS. 3(A) Variations are possible, however, and 19 3 inch photo-
through 3(D). FIG. 3(A) represents a level of photons multiplier tubes could encompass about the same area, 
received in the area of radiation under consideration A larger, wide-view detector head is also available and 
for a uniform radiation field having a dimension / . That uses 37 3 inch photomultiplier tubes. The additional 
is, the height of FIG. 3(A) indicates that a uniform 60 i n c r e a s e in a r e a reduces the number of passes required 
number of photons are being received across a dimen- for scans of different sections of radiation. The array of 
sion / of the area of radiation under consideration as photomultiplier tubes 128 is enclosed by a cylindrical 
seen in FIG. 2. These representations show that no light shield 127 formed from sheet metal. A hold-down 
photons are recognized beyond the area of radiation plate 129 formed from sheet metal is releasably con-
but that all photons are recognized within the area of 65 nected to the top of the shield 127. 
interest. As noted in FIG. 5, the photomultiplier tubes 128 are 

If the area of interest is basically shaped as a rectan- placed substantially adjacent to the scintillator 111 
gle and the adjacent edges of the passes overlap with only standard optical coupling grease therebe-
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tween. Substantially adjacent, as used herein, means a 
distance from the scintillator 111 where spatial distor-
tion is a problem. Spatial distortion is a problem well 
known in the art and is, briefly, that situation where the 
representation of gamma radiation will appear as if 5 

located in a place displaced from its real location. In 
their present location, however, the photomultiplier 
tubes sense a maximum number of photons given off by 
the scintillator 111 and thus improve resolution. In 
general, it is necessary that the photomultiplier tubes 1 0 

are positioned on one side of the scintillator 111 in 
order that three (3) of the photomultiplier tubes view a 
common scintillation. 

The detecting means further includes the stand and 
apparatus for moving the detector head 30 as illus- 15 

trated in FIG. 1. 

Support Means 
The support means 13 in FIG. 1 is illustrated in more 

detail in FIGS. 6, 7 and 8 which represent sections 2 0 

6—6, 7—7 and 8—8, respectively, of FIG. 1. As shown 
therein, a motor 140 in the vertical member 43 is con-
nected by means of a shaft 142 and coupling 144 to a 
drive unit 146. A sprocket 148 is connected to the shaft 
from the drive unit 146 and actuates a chain 150 which 2 5 

is operatively connected to and drives a shaft 152 by 
means of the sprocket 154. Another sprocket 156 
drives a subsequent inter-connected chain 158 to a 
sprocket 160. The size of the sprockets are varied in 
order to obtain the desired power and speed. These 3 0 

sizes are not critical and will be obvious to one skilled 
in the art. The sprocket 160 is operatively connected to 
a sprocket 162 which drives a horizontal chain 164 in 
the horizontal member 47. A block drive 166 is con-
nected to the cot 52 by rods 167 and 169 which pass 3 5 

through a slot in the member 47. The chain 164 inter-
acts with the sprocket 166 operatively attached to the 
cot 52. Rollers 168, 170, 172 and 174 support the cot 
52 on rails 176 and 178 and are themselves held in 
position by guides 180 and 182. 4 0 

As particularly noted in FIG. 8, a power shaft 186 
transmits torque to a positive drive belt 188 through 
sprocket 190 to a limiting device 192 which stops the 
cot 52 from moving beyond its guides. Very similar 
sprocket and chain drive arrangements are located 4 5 

within the vertical member 44 and horizontal member 
39 in order to supply motivating power to the cot 52 on 
both sides equally and thus avoid any binding or twist-
ing of the cot 52 during motion. Different mechanical 
devices and their connections, such as the nuts, bolts, 50 
caster, the the like, are common and no specific de-
scription is felt necessary. 

Means for Operating 
The means for operating on the electrical responses 5 5 

create a signal which gives an indication of the relative 
location of the radiation and refers, in general, to the 
circuitry shown in FIGS. 9, 9(A) and 10. It should be 
understood that variations will be obvious to one 
skilled in the art. The block diagram in FIGS. 9 and 6 0 

9(A) showing the major components illustrates that the 
photomultiplier tubes 128 are connected to resistor 
divider networks 234 which are fed by a high voltage 
source 236. The high voltage source 236 is variable 
depending on the isotope that is used with the camera 6 5 

or static imaging device, as it is alternately called. Pre-
amplifiers 230 receive signals from the photomultiplier 
tubes and are attached to a low voltage source 238. The 

preamplifiers 230 provide signals to delay line amplifi-
ers 239. The incoming pulses to the delay line amplifi-
ers 239 are about 3 volts and have a relatively fast rise 
time of about 750 nanoseconds and an output decay 
time in the order of about 35 microseconds. The delay 
line amplifiers 239 shape the pulses so that they have a 
flat top with a duration of about 2 microseconds. The 
height of the top of the square wave is directly propor-
tional to the peak of the original pulse. The delay line 
amplifiers 239 are used in order to give the circuitry 
time to operate on the pulses and reduce the effects of 
pulse pile up at high pulse rates. Delay amplifiers have 
been found preferable to simple pulse stretchers since 
they reduce dead time. Dead time is defined as the time 
between signals to which the circuitry can respond. The 
use of delay amplifiers has permitted dead time as small 
as 2 microseconds. 

Operatively connected to the delay amplifiers output 
is an initial attenuator 240 which is a diode in parallel 
with a resistor and is grounded by another resistor. The 
initial attenuator discriminates against noise or very 
small signals. The threshold voltage of the diode pre-
vents any signal from passing through it until the signal 
is of a predetermined value. By discriminating against 
small signals, utilization is made of only the relatively 
strong signals which can be used to determine the posi-
tion of the scintillation in the scintillator more accu-
rately.. More details of the initial discriminator are set 
forth in the above-noted applications. 

Operatively connected to the initial discriminator 
240 is a means for correcting distortion which results 
from placing the photomultiplier tubes substantially 
adjacent or close to the scintillator or. from other 
causes. This means for correcting distortion 242 is 
illustrated specifically in FIG. 10 and includes an input 
including a resistor 243 of about 100 ohms, a diode 241 
having about 0.6 volts threshold voltage and a resistor 
241a of about 60 ohms which leads to bias D.C. voltage 
of about 0.3 volts and an A.C. bias voltage of about 0.8 
volts peak to peak at 60 Hz. The values given are typi-
cal values and may be varied. The combined D.C. and 
A.C. bias voltages are used to increase the uniformity 
of the field. It was found that a pure D.C. bias voltage 
caused a diode conduction point which was too abrupt. 
When the diodes began to conduct, artificial areas of 
activity under the photomultiplier tubes were notice-
able in the pattern. The use of an A.C. and D.C. bias 
voltage gives a range of threshold values at which the 
diode begins to conduct. The effect of the diode con-
duction is thus spread out so that uniformity is vastly 
improved and the areas under the photomultiplier 
tubes do not appear as areas of increased activity. 

The bias improvement is highly significant since it 
improves uniformity. It is precisely non-uniformity of 
radioactive patterns that is a sign of diseased tissue. It is 
very important, if not critical, to have accurate areas of 
increased radioactivity which are due to tissue charac-
teristics. 

The diode 241 and resistor 241a are placed in paral-
lel with the output from the diode of the biasing unit. 
Any voltage at the input has its current pass through 
resistor 243. If the voltage is not above the combined 
bias and threshold voltage, no current passes through 
the diode 241. At this point, the output will be directly 
proportional to the input. As the input voltage is in-
creased, a value is reached where the diode 241 be-
comes forward biased. At this point, current flows 
through the diode 241 and resistor 241a and the output 
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voltage is not directly proportional to the input voltage. The divider circuits are well known elements which 
Thus, the diode 241 and resistor 241a become an atten- take two inputs and divides them. The purpose of the 
uating factor in the circuit. The bias voltage is adjust- divider circuits is to normalize the coordinate signals 
able and may be used to vary the output of the photo- and are referred to herein as means for normalizing the 
multiplier tubes that is transmitted in the circuitry. By 5 Y and X signal to make them independent of the inten-
d ing an A.C. bias voltage, spatial distortion and non- sity of the scintillation. As illustrated in FIG. 9(A), the 
uniformity of the field can be virtually eliminated Y and X signals are divided by the output of the first 
whether the photomultiplier tubes are adjacent to or total summing amplifier which is the Z, signal. Thus, 
spaced from the scintillation crystal. Non-linear re- the Y and X signals are divided by a denominator 
sponse devices other than a diode bias could be used to 10 which is proportional to the total energy of the scintilla-
correct for distortion and non-uniformity of field, such tion and thus are normalized or made independent of 
as a transistor. such energy. From the divider circuits, the normalized 

Operatively connected to the diode bias device 242 coordinate signals are then transmitted to the X and Y 
are summing circuits 244. Summing circuits 244 in- a x i s o f a n oscilloscope 276 having plates 278 for the X 
elude subgroup summing amplifier 245 which has input 1 5

 a x j s a n d p]ates 280 for the Y axis, 
resistor 246 having values of about 5 to 40K ohms and T h e Z a s i g n a l > w h i c h i s proportional to the total en-
resistor 248 which as a value of about 5K ohms. By way e r g y l e v e l o f t h e s i g n a i s v i e w e d b y the photomultiplier 
of example, the subgroup summing amplifier 245 for t u b e s > i s p a s sed through a pulse height analyzer 282. 
the Y1 signal includes inputs from the photomultiplier T h e p u l s e h e i h t a n a l y z e r 2 8 2 determines the accept-
tubes on one side of the X axis. For convenience, this 20 ^ e ^ ^ Q f t h e p u , S £ S a n d i s o p e r a t i v e l y c o n _ 
shall be noted as the Y1 summing amplifier. Shown in n e c t e d t o t h e o s c i l l o s c o p e 2 7 6 . If the signal is accept-
a representative fashion are the summing amplifiers for a b l e b t h e p u J s e h e j h t a n a ] 2 8 2 ? J t t r a v e ] s t o a z 
the Y2 signal, the XI signal and X2 signal These sub- a x i s d r i v e r 2 8 4 w h i c h i s s i , a w e „ k n o w n e l e m e n t t o 

group summing amplifiers receive signals from the g i v e a specific time duration to the acceptable pulse. If 
photomultiplier tubes on either side of the X and Y 25 d e s i r e d

F
a l i c c o n t r o l 2 8 6 b e u t i l f z e d i n t h e c i r . 

axis. In particular, the Y1 and Y2 summing amplifiers c u k t Q e h h e r i v e a i f i c ^ i o d for t h e d r c u i t 
receive signals from the photomultipher tubes on enher t Q £ o r

6
t o c o £ n t t h e n u m

F
b e r o f s c i n t i i I a t i o n s 

side ot the X axis. I he XI and X2 summing amplifiers , . t .. „, .. , , , , , , . . . , , , . ,, , & K . , before it turns itself off. The normalized Y and X sig-receive signals trom the photomultiplier tubes on either , , , . . , . ^ . , ° . , „ . , n nals and the unblanked signals are transmitted the side of the Y axis. -iu . . . ° . „ , . „ . , . means for scanning m FIG. 4. The term subgroup summing amplifiers is used to . ,. . 
refer generally to the summing amplifiers 245, 247,249 } n

 u ° P e r a t l o n ' * "diosistope is given to a patient 
and 251. In addition to the elements referred to gener- f o r m s a r a d l o a c t ' V £ P f 6 " 1 ' h e r a d i a t l ° n ' u s " " 
ally as 250, these elements include inverters 252 and ^ S f , m m a r „ a ^ pass through the collimator 210 to the 
253 and summing amplifiers 260 and 262. The invert- 35 scintillator 211 The gamma radiation is thereby 
ers 252 simply change the signal of Y2 and X2 to a changed t 0 v l f b l f . radiation and is noted by the adja-
negative value before adding them to Y1 and XI , re- c e n t photomultipher tubes The photomultipher tubes 
spectively. The usual type resistors 256 and 258 are S l v e electrical signals which are somewhat distorted as 
utilized in the summing amplifiers and have a value of a f u n c t , o n P° S ! t l o n b e c a u s e o f t h e photomultiplier 
about 5K ohms 4 0 t u " e s immediate proximity to the scintillator 211. In 

Summing amplifiers 260 and 262, respectively, fur- o t h e r w o r d s ' t h e relation of the electrical impulses to 
ther combine the signals in a coordinate signal of the Y t h e location of radiation m the scintillator is distorted 
and X position of the scintillation occurring in the o r non-linear. Means for operating on the electrical 
scintillator 211. The photomultiplier tube in the center responses includes appropriate amplifiers and, in par-
of the hexagonal array is not operatively connected to 45 ticular, a diode bias which gives a non-linear response 
the subgroup summing amplifier. Moreover, any photo- t 0 a n input. The diode bias may be adjustable and is 
multiplier tubes which may be on the X axis are not u s e d to remove spatial distortion and non-uniformity of 
used to determine the Y coordinate position. field by varying the output of the photomultiplier tubes 

The means for operating on the electrical responses t o accurately reflect the location of the scintillation, 
further includes the first and second total summing 50 Subgroup summing circuits are operatively connected 
amplifier. The first total summing amplifier 264 is simi- to the diode biasing means and give a coordinate signal 
lar to the others described above except that it is opera- of the location of the scintillation in the scintillation 
tively connected to all of the photomultiplier tubes. It crystal. Coordinate signals are normalized by dividing 
sums all of the signals after they have been corrected by into them the resultant output of a total summing am-
means of the diode bias device 242, but before they 5 5 plifier. It is recognized and understood that other well 
pass into the subgroup summing amplifiers. The resul- known means may be used for summing the output of 
tant signal is referred to as a Z signal. the photomultiplier tubes and for normalizing them. A 

A second total summing amplifier 266 similarly sums second total summing amplifier is used as a pulse height 
all of the outputs from all of the photomultiplier tubes analyzer so that only desirable signals are utilized to 
and gives a Z2 signal. The second total summing ampli- 6 0 trigger the oscilloscope. By use of the radiation sensing 
fier 266 receives its signal from a point before the ini- device in the invention, an image placed on the scintil-
tial discriminator 240 but after the delay line amplifiers lation crystal can be reproduced as an image on the 
239. Separate diode bias devices 268 and 270 (similar oscilloscope. It is further understood that various elec-
to that previously described as 240 and 242) are used tronic devices may be used to give a display other than 
in conjunction with the second total summing circuit. 6 5 an oscilloscope. 

As illustrated in FIG. 9(A), the Y, X, Z, and Z2 sig- Other changes in the circuitry and in the display 
nals are then transmitted in the circuitry. In particular, means will be obvious to one skilled in the art, and 
the Y and X signals are transmitted to divider circuits. should be considered a part of this invention. 
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The end scanner 322 provides the electronic scan at 
Means tor Scanning either end of the mechanical scan by varying a scan line 

As illustrated in FIG. 4, in block diagram form, the parallel to the Y axis from an X limit of the field mask 
means for scanning receives signals X/Zi, Y/Z, and the 300. At the moment the pass is actuated, there are no 
unblanked signal resulting from Z2 and is made up of an 5 acceptable X limits and no signal is accepted. In corre-
electronic field mask 300 which includes a rectangular spondence with the scan speed, the scan line (by means 
mask 301, edge blender 302 and end scanner 304. The of a ramp voltage) is varied in such a manner that more 
field mask 300 is operatively connected to the scan signals gradually become acceptable until the full width 
summer 306 and display 308. The edge blender 302 of the rectangular scan area is open. This movement of 
and end scanner 304 are variations of the rectangular 10 the acceptable X limits are illustrated in FIG. 2 by 
mask 301 which, as used herein, means an area of moving lines 69,73 and 75. In operation, a signal which 
radiation that is operated on and accepted for display is gradually increased is shown as a ramp signal 331 and 
as defined by certain limits which will be more specifi- increases from about minus 5 volts to plus 5 volts. A 
cally defined hereinafter. Basically, the rectangular buffer 324 transmits the signal through a potentiometer 
mask 301 is a set of X and Y coordinates inside of 1 5 326 so that the limits of the ramp signals can be varied 
which signals will be accepted for display and outside i n o r d e r t o correspond with the full width of the rectan-
of which they will not be accepted. The rectangular 8 u l a r s c a n a r e a t o a comparator 328. A buffer 310 is 
mask 301 defines a rectangular display area although connected to the comparator 328 in order to compare 
other shapes are possible. As shown in FIG. 2, the area k w i t h t h e changing X ramp voltage. In effect, there is 
of interest is moved over the section of radiation. 2 0 a s w e e P i n t h e X direction of the scan lines from an X 

The field mask 300 is shown more specifically in FIG. l i m i t f o r e v e n t s t o b e accepted and displayed. This is 
11. Modified signals received from the circuitry of the analogous situation to the sliding lid of a box being 

FIGS. 9 and 9(A), as normalized X and Y signals, are ° P e n e d u n t l 1 u r e a c h e s I t s f u l 1 w l d t h a t w h l c h t i m e t h e 

fed into buffers 310 and 312, respectively. The buff- „ entire box starts to move The output from the compar-
ered normalized X signal is then compared with preset- 2 5 a t o r 3 2 8 S o e s t o anexclus.ve Orgate 330. An under-
voltage reference coordinates from a voltage generator ™mP g®"® r a t o!".3 3 3 j ' S n a f e e d s I n t ° . ^ e exclusive 
309 by means of a comparator 305 and 307. The pre- 0 r S a t e 3 3 0 a n d to determine which side of the 
sent X coordinates are symmetrical about a reference sweeping axis will be utilized tor display during the 
voltage which may be zero voltage or another value. , 0 f^c t ronic end scans. The exact,circuitry to accomplish 
t u u a a v • i • j -4.U i v J U this can be of different types and will be obvious to one The buffered X signal is compared with the plus X . .„ , . . " j . „ 

c n a - c u • i .t, i v • i skilled in the art. The under-ramp signal is normally a reference voltage and if it is less than the plus X signal, . . .. , , . . i_ • t n u , . a , , . , , „ , • , . • , . digital voltage which determines which signals will be it is passed to a mask logic 318 which is simply a type " . , , 6 „f, ^ . r . o- -i i v j v • i • accepted depending upon the direction of the pass. For of comparator. Similarly, the normalized X signal is r , . r
 c

 r
 e . , . . , j , . , , . , .... . b example, in a first pass trom right to left, as shown in compared with the minus X signal to see it it is greater c l r , « c , , ' , , , , . ,. , , .. „ . , . „ , , FIG. 2, the field mask would start as a line and gradu-than the minus X signal and, therefore, acceptable. a l l t o t h e a r e a s h o w n a s e x p a n d e d i n r e c tangle . 

An analogous comparison is made with the Y signal T h e a c t e d e v e n t s w i „ b e to the right of the travers-
A Y reference voltage generator 312 generates a s.gna . x a x i s 6 9 A t t h e e n d o f t h e first t h e t e d 
which is split into symmetrical minus Y and plus Y e v e n t s w i l l b e t 0 t h e l e f t o f t h e t r a v e r s i n g x axis as 
components. Comparators 314 and 316 are used to 4 0 s h o w n a s d o t t e d l i n e 7 3 . D u r i t h e s e c o n d t h e 

compare the reference signals with the normalized Y x a x i s 7 5 w i l , m o v e t o t h e r i g h t a n d t h e a c c e p t a b l e 
signal. If the normalized Y signal is less than the plus Y e v e n t s w i n b e t o i t s l e f t w i t h t h e o p p o s i t e e f f e c t a t t h e 
signal and greater than the minus Y signal, appropriate e n d o f t h e s e c o n d p a s s T h u S j t h e a c c e p t a b l e events 
signals are sent to the mask logic 318. If a signal meets h a v e t o c h a n g e w ; t h reference to the moveable scan-
all the criteria of the electronic field mask, it passes the 45 n i n g s i d e s of the rectangle. This variation is taken care 
signal to a display if no end scans are taking place. o f b y t h e u n d e r - r a m p signal and the exclusive Orgate 

As described above, edge blending is necessary in 330^ 
order to correlate the edges of the passes by the detect- During the electronic scans, acceptable signals pass 
ing means 11 so that artifacts do not occur. The edge through the exclusive Orgate 330 and the Andgate 332. 
blender 302 shown in dotted in FIG. 11 adds a variable 50 if the acceptable signal is within the field mask and on 
voltage from a saw-toothed generator 320 through a the correct side of the moving coordinate axis, the 
variable resistor 322 in order to adjust for the amount Andgate 332 permits the event to be displayed. During 
of voltage desired. The saw-toothed wave is added to the mechanical scans, when the end scanner is not 
the Y component which corresponds to the longitudi- operative, all events within the field mask will pass 
nal movement along the cot 52 and eliminates the dis- 55 through the Andgate 332 to become an accepted event, 
tinct edge of the rectangular photon reception as The ramp signal generator 331 on the end scanner, as 
shown in FIG. 2. Because of the fluctuating edge, the noted earlier, ramps up, i.e., it causes an increasing 
information from the various passes can be combined linear voltage from a minus 5 to about a plus 5 volts, 
without any substantial artifacts and thus provides ac- The actual limits of the ramp are used to determine the 
curate representation of the radiation pattern viewed 60 amount of time of the electronic scan to correspond 
,by the detector head 30. The saw-toothed generator with the mechanical scan. It is also possible, although 
320 gives a voltage having a frequency of 300 Hz and more complex, to vary the slope of the ramping signal, 
an amplitude of about 10 volts peak to peak although At the end of the first pass, the electronic scan will take 
variations in each of these will be obvious as long as place by the ramp signal "ramping down", that is, the 
they do not themselves provide any artifacts. It is also 65 ramp signal will go from about a plus 5 volts to a minus 
anticipated that shapes other than the saw-tooth is 5 volts. 
possible although this configuration has provided the The means for scanning also includes a scan summer 
best results. 306 which correlates the acceptable signals of interest 
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with the position of the support means 13 and detection 
means 11 so that the appropriate information can be 
placed in the proper location and sent to the display 
308 which is typically an oscilloscope or a camera. 

5 
Means for Controlling 

The means for controlling is generally the system 
utilized in determining the actuation and movement of 
the various components during the electronic and me-
chanical scan. The means for controlling is shown in 1° 
dashed line in FIG. 4 and includes an analog board 304 
which is a type of signal generator well known to one 
skilled in the art to cause the different processes to 
occur for the multiple passes in a complete body scan. 
The analog board 340 generates the ramp signal to the 1 5 

field mask. It also is used to determine the speed of the 
camera and includes, if necessary or desirable, digital-
to-analog converters. The speed desired can be sig-
naled either decimal form and converted to binary or 
simple left in a decimal system. The actual type of 2 0 

signaling, whether decimal or binary, is largely a matter 
of choice and, various types of units and circuits are 
well known in the art to accomplish this end. The ana-
log board 340 also signals the cot position which it 
receives from the cot potentiometer 342. The position 2 5 

of the cot at its one of two or three positions is used to 
vary the output so that a second scan will be offset on 
the display from the first scan in order to make a uni-
tary display. The analog board 340 is also used as a 
signaling device to indicate camera velocity as well as 3 0 

the in-and-out limits of the cot and the last position of 
the cot. 

The mode control 344 is a circuit which correlates 
the input from the analog board 340 with the selections 
made on a panel by the operator and a position counter 3 5 

346. The mode control 344 acts as a switching device 
and has four sequences. The first sequence corresponds 
to the electronic scan and is a ramp up. After the ramp-
up signal is completed, the mode control 344 receives 
a signal from the analog board 340 and switches to 4 0 

camera run which is the mechanical movement of the 
detector head 30 relative to the cot 52. The mode 
control 344 holds the camera run until signaled by the 
position counter 346 that the mechanical traverses 
completely. Upon signal from a position counter 346, 4 5 

the mode control 344 switches to ramp-down which 
corresponds to a closing of the viewable area of interest 
by the detector head 30. When the ramp-down is com-
plete, the mode control 344 receives a signal from the 
analog board 340 and switches to cot run which, in 5 0 

effect, moves the cot a distance equal to one dimension 
of the rectangular area under consideration. However, 
if the scan is completed and no more passes by the 
detector head 30 are desired, the analog board 340 will 
signal the mode control 344 to stop. 5 5 

A position counter 346 receives information from a 
camera encoder 348 and a cot encoder 350 which are 
attached to and give the position of the camera and the 
cot and compares them with the desired scan length 
and scan width. An encoder, as used herein, is a com- 6 0 

mercially available device from Optron Co., Model 
OPB 300, that records length of travel. It travels along 
the V-shaped rail of FIG. 1 while attached to the de-
tecting means 11. A control panel 352 is used by the 
operator to select the length, width, speed, data density 6 5 

and speed display, as desired. An optional item in this 
invention is the use of a speed computer, which utilizes 
the desired density of photon signals to determine the 

14 
speed of the movement of the detector head 30 and 
electronic scans. The speed computer 354 simply con-
verts the desired data density into a physical speed. A 
manual control 356 can be used to override the move-
ment of the detection means 11 and support means 13. 
A motor controller 358 accepts signals for movement 
of the camera and cot and transmits them to the cam-
era motor 360 and cot motor 362. The motors then 
transmit the appropriate movement through the mech-
anism hereinabove described. A limit switch assembly 
364 stops the cot and camera from moving beyond 
predetermined locations. 

Variations in the circuitry, mechanism and controls 
will be obvious to those skilled in the art as well as the 
actual details of the various circuitry. 

I claim: 
1. A radiation sensing device for scanning a section 

of radiation on a support means comprising: 
means for detecting radiation and give electrical 

impulses in response thereto; 
means for operating on the electrical impulses to 

create a signal which gives an indication of the 
relative location of the radiation; 

means for scanning the section of radiation including: 
a. means for selecting an area of radiation having a 

perimeter in which radiation is detected and oper-
ated on at any one time to determine its relative 
location during a scan; 

b. means for varying at least part of the perimeter 
parallel to the longitudinal direction of a pass of the 
means for detecting, the means for varying includ-
ing a means for generating a variable voltage as a 
signal for a portion of the perimeter of the area of 
radiation so that the portion of the perimeter is not 
a distinct edge; 

means for controlling the means for detecting and the 
means for scanning including means for making 
multiple passes of the means for detecting relative 
to the support means for the section of radiation in 
order that information from the multiple passes 
over different portions of the section of radiation 
can be blended along the portions of the perimeters 
without any substantial artifacts. 

2. The radiation sensing device of claim 1 wherein 
the means for selecting includes an electronic masking 
circuit including discrimination means against all sig-
nals except those falling within predetermined coordi-
nates. 

3. The radiation sensing device of claim 2 wherein 
the discrimination means provides coordinate signals of 
plus X, minus X, plus Y and minus Y signals and com-
parator means for these signals with the electrical im-
pulses generated by the radiation. 

4. The radiation sensing device of claim 3 wherein 
the means for varying includes a saw-tooth generator. 

5. The radiation sensing device of claim 4 wherein 
the means for detecting radiation includes a means for 
forming a visible response from radiation and means 
for converting the visible responses from radiation to 
electrical impulses. 

6. The radiation sensing device of claim 5 wherein 
the means for forming includes a scintillator which is 
substantially adjacent to the means for converting 
which includes a plurality of photomultiplier tubes 
thereby causing distortion of the relation of the electri-
cal impulses to the location of the radiation and an 
increase in resolution; and 
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the means for operating further includes a non-linear 

means for correcting distortion. 
7. The radiation sensing device of claim 3 wherein 

the means for controlling the sequencing of events 
operatively connected to the means for scanning in- 5 

eludes a mode control which governs the movement of 
the means for detecting and the support means. 

8. The radiation sensing device of claim 7 wherein 
the means for controlling further includes a position 
counter operatively connected to the mode control, the 1 0 

position counter recording the position of the means 
for detecting and the support means. 

9. The radiation sensing device of claim 8 wherein 
the means for controlling further includes a motor 
operatively attached to the means for detecting. 1 5 

10. The radiation sensing device of claim 3 which 
further includes a support means for the section of 
radiation, the support means including a framework 
supporting a cot operatively attached to the framework 
in such a manner that it may move transverse to the 2 0 

direction of the passes of the means for detecting. 
11. The radiation sensing device of claim 10 wherein 

the framework for the support means encloses a system 
of sprockets, chains and a motor operatively attached 
thereto in order to actuate the movement of the cot. 2 5 

12. The radiation sensing device of claim 11 wherein 
limit means are included within the framework and 
govern the distance which the cot travels. 

13. The radiation sensing device of claim 10 wherein 
the means for detecting includes a scintillator which 3 0 

receives radiation transmitted through a collimator and 
changes the radiation to light radiation and a plurality 
of photomultiplier tubes receiving the light radiation 
and giving electrical impulses which are indications of 
the relative location of the radiation; 3 5 

the means for operating further including a non-lin-
ear means for correcting distortion caused by the 
scintillator being substantially adjacent to the pho-
tomultiplier tubes, the means for operating further 
including summing circuits for all of the photomul- 4 0 

tiplier tubes and dividers for normalizing the X and 
Y components of the electrical impulses in order to 
obtain an accurate indication of the relative loca-
tion of the radiation. 

14. The radiation sensing device of claim 13 which 4 5 

further includes a display means for the responses re-
ceived from the means for scanning. 

15. A radiation sensing device for scanning a section 
of radiation comprising: 

means for detecting radiation and giving electrical 5 0 

impulses in response thereto; 
means for operating on the electrical impulses to 

create a signal which gives an indication of the 
relative location of the radiation; 

means for scanning the section of radiation including: 5 5 

a. means for selecting an area of radiation having a 
perimeter in which radiation is detected and oper-
ated on at any one time to determine its relative 
location during a scan; 

b. means for electronically moving a part of the pe- 60 
rimeter in which radiation is detected in such a way 
that the area of radiation changes thus creating an 
electronic scan, the means for moving a part of the 
perimeter including a ramping signal including a 
linearly changing voltage reference which is com- 6 5 

pared with the electrical impulses generated by the 
means for operating so that radiation is only used in 
a changing area; 

means for controlling the means for detecting and the 
means for scanning including means for moving the 
means for detecting relative to the section of radia-
tion in order to coordinate the electronic scan and 
the movement of the means for detecting to avoid 
any substantial artifacts. 

16. The radiation sensing device of claim 15 wherein 
the means for selecting an area of radiation includes a 
field mask which discriminates means against all signals 
except those falling within predetermined plus X, 
minus X, plus Y and minus Y signals and a comparator 
for comparing these signals with the electrical impulses 
generated by the radiation. 

17. The radiation sensing device of claim 16 wherein 
the end scanner further includes an exclusive Orgate 
and an under-ramp signal means supplying a signal 
thereto in order to determine which signals are to be 
accepted for display. 

18. The radiation sensing device of claim 17 wherein 
the means for discriminating further includes an And-
gate which accepts signals within the coordinate signals 
and signals provided as acceptable by the end scanner. 

19. The radiation sensing device of claim 18 which 
further includes an edge blender which generates a 
varying voltage to the Y components in order to aid in 
assimilating information from multiple passes. 

20. A radiation sensing device for scanning a section 
of radiation comprising: 

means for detecting radiation and giving electrical 
impulses in response thereto, the means for detect-
ing including: 

a. a collimator which transmits radiation, a scintilla-
tor on one side of the collimator that changes radi-
ation to light radiation; 

means for operating on the electrical impulses to 
create a signal which gives an indication of the 
relative location of the radiation; 

means for scanning the section of radiation including: 
a. means for selecting an area of radiation having a 

perimeter in which radiation is detected and oper-
ated on at any one time to determine its relative 
location during a scan; 

b. means for varying at least part of the perimeter of 
the area of radiation being operated on, the means 
for varying including a means for generating a vari-
able voltage as a signal for a portion of the perime-
ter of the area of radiation so that the portion of the 
perimeter is not a distinct edge; 

c. means for electronically scanning the ends of the 
section of radiation; 

the means for selecting, means for varying and means 
for electronically scanning being included in a field 
mask which generates coordinate signals which 
determine an area in which the electrical impulse 
will be utilized in obtaining the information from 
the radiation; 

means for controlling the means for detecting and the 
means for scanning including means for making 
multiple passes of the means for detecting relative 
to the section of radiation in order that the infor-
mation from the multiple passes over different 
portions of the section of radiation can be blended 
along the portions of the perimeters without any 
substantial artifacts and without extending the 
means for detecting beyond the section of radia-
tion. 

21. The radiation sensing device of claim 20 wherein 
the means for varying at least part of the perimeter 
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includes a saw-tooth generator applied to coordinate 
signals generally parallel to the direction of travel of 
the means for detecting. 

22. The radiation sensing device of claim 21 wherein 
the means for electronically scanning includes a ramp 5 

signal which varies the coordinate signals transverse to 
the direction of movement of the means for detecting 
in order to obtain uniform exposure for the scintillator 
to the section of radiation. 

23. The process of scanning a section of radiation 
comprising: 

detecting radiation and giving electrical impulses in 
response thereto; 

operating on the electrical impulses to give an indica- ; 5 
tion of the relative location of the radiation; 

selecting an area of radiation of interest having a 
perimeter in which radiation is detected and oper-
ated on to determine its relative location at any one 
time; 20 

varying at least part of the perimeter of the area of 
radiation being operated on so that the part of the 
perimeter is not a distinct edge; 

making multiple passes of the area of radiation rela-
tive to the section of radiation; and 25 

blending the varying parts of the perimeters of the 
areas in order to reduce artifacts as a result of 
combining areas of radiation of interest during the 
multiple passes. 

24. The process of scanning a section of radiation of 3 0 

claim 23 wherein scanning the section of radiation 
includes making a first pass with the area of radiation of 
interest relative to the section of radiation in a first 
direction while detecting radiation; 

moving the section of radiation relative to the area of 3 5 

radiation in a second direction transverse to the 
first direction; 

making a second pass with the area of radiation rela-
tive to the section of radiation substantially parallel 
to but offset from the first path. 

25. The process of scanning a section of radiation of 
claim 24 wherein selecting the area of radiation in-
cludes electronically masking the electrical impulses so 
that only radiation within predetermined coordinates 4 5 
will be utilized in the process of scanning. 
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26. The process of scanning a section of radiation of 
claim 25 wherein electronically masking includes es-
tablishing predetermined electrical signals representing 
positional locations, comparing the electrical impulses 
resulting from the radiation with the predetermined 
electrical signals and displaying only those signals 
within the positional locations. 

27. The process of scanning a section of radiation of 
claim 26 wherein electronically masking includes es-
tablishing plus X, minus X, plus Y and minus Y signals 
within which electrical impulses from radiation will be 
displayed thereby establishing a rectangular area of 
radiation. 

28. The process of scanning a section of radiation of 
claim 27 wherein varying at least part of the perimeter 
of the area of radiation includes applying a saw-tooth 
wave to the plus Y and minus Y signal which are paral-
lel to the direction of the passes. 

29. The process of scanning a section of radiation of 
claim 28 wherein detecting radiation includes channel-
ing gamma radiation from the source of radiation 
through a collimator, changing the gamma radiation to 
light radiation in a scintillation crystal and viewing the 
light radiation with photomultiplier tubes substantially 
adjacent to the scintillation crystal which give off elec-
trical impulses in response thereto. 

30. The process of scanning a section of radiation of 
claim 29 wherein operating on the electrical impulses 
further includes correcting for spatial distortion by 
means of a non-linear response device, the spatial dis-
tortion resulting from the proximity of the photomulti-
plier tubes to the scintillation crystal. 

31. The process of scanning a section of radiation of 
claim 24 which further includes electronically scanning 
the section of radiation at each end of the movement of 
the area of radiation, the electronic scanning including 
varying one of the signals that determines the area of 
radiation. 

32. The process of scanning a section of radiation of 
claim 31 in which electronically scanning includes 
comparing the electrical impulses from the radiation 
and with a variable input voltage which is timed to 
coincide with the movement of the area of radiation 
and using only the signals which have a predetermined 
relation with the variable input voltage. 

if: * * * ^ 
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